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This article is the fourth in an ongoing series about connecting Clyde to
other devices. We will cover several WiFi, Bluetooth and ZigBee shields.

Overview
Sparkfun WiFly Shield
$69.95 USD, https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9954

Sparkfun WiFly Shield allows you to easily connect Clyde to 802.11b/g
wireless network. Follow the instructions to get Clyde online!
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What you’ll need
Clyde
Sparkfun WiFly Shield, https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9954
1 male-to-female jumper wire, like this:
http://www.adafruit.com/products/1954
5 female-to-female jumper cables, like this:
http://www.adafruit.com/products/1951

Connect Clyde to Sparkfun WiFly Shield
The Sparkfun WiFly Shield communicates over SPI using the digital pins 10
through 13. On Clyde the SPI pins are routed through ICSP headers pins
and not the digital pins. So you'll have to use a few jumper cables to make
the necessary connections. Here are the mappings.
Pin Mapping
Clyde

Sparkfun WiFly

SPI Pin

5v+

Vin

GND

GND

D10

D10

SS

ICSP-4

D11

MOSI

ICSP-1

D12

MISO

ICSP-3

D13

SCK

We have included a diagram we created with Fritzing, a free simple
electronics documentation software, to help demonstrate the connections.
Clyde is not a Fritzing part, so we use a Leonardo in its place. We have
selected the Leonardo part because it has the same layout as Clyde and can
therefore demonstrate the necessary connections between the two.
Clyde/Leonardo + Sparkfun WiFly/Arduino Prototyping Shield
Breadboard Diagram

Connect the female-to-female jumper wires to the shield's digital pins 11, 12
and 13.

Connect the male-to-female jumper wire to the shield's digital pins 10.

Connect jumper wires to Vin and GND.

Now you are ready to connect the jumper wires to Clyde's ICSP pin headers.
The SPI pinouts are printed on Clyde's board alongside the ICSP connector.
Connect the WiFly's D12 to Clyde's MISO and WiFly's D13 to Clyde's SCK.

Connect WiFly's Vin to Clyde's +5v, D11 to MOSI and GND to GND.

Connect WiFly's D10 to Clyde's D10.

The hardware setup is almost complete. All the necessary connections have
been made. The final step is to flip the shield upside down and place it on
top of Clyde's board. This helps prevent the short circuits that could occur if
one of the shield's header pins accidentally makes contact with Clyde's
circuits. To be extra safe you could press those unused pins into foam core.

Flip the shield and place it on Clyde.

Software
Now for the code. Sparkfun provides a very detailed hookup guide:
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/wifly-shield-hookup-guide. We
recommend following this guide, but you'll need to make a few changes to
the code to get it to work with Clyde. Clyde is based on Arduino's Leonardo,
and code for Leonardo often requires some special handling.
Sparkfun WiFly Shieid uses SPI communication. This protocol requires 4
signals: MISO, MOSI, SCK, SS. There is something special about
Leonardo's, and thus Clyde's, SPI layout. On Clyde the MISO, MOSI and
SCK are routed through the ICSP header pins. Unfortunately Clyde's
microprocessor's default SS pin is not routed to any of Clyde's header pins.
The Sparkfun WiFly library uses the board's default SS pin. On Arduino Uno
this would be D10. You will have to change the Sparkfun WiFly library so
that it uses digital pin 10 instead of the default SS. First thing, get your
favorite text editor ready. Here we go.
Download Library
Download the Sparkfun WiFly Shield's software from GitHub. Unzip WiFlyShield-master.zip. The folder name will be WiFly-Shield-master. Navigate to
WiFly-Shield-master/Libraries, you'll see a folder called 'WiFly_Shield'.
Move the WiFly_Shield folder into your Arduino sketchbook's libraries folder.
If you need more help installing Arduino libraries, you can find instructions
here: http://arduino.cc/en/Guide/Libraries
WiFly Library Modification
You need to modify a couple of the library's class files. Navigate to the
WiFly_Shield folder, in its new location, in your Arduino sketchbook libraries
folder. Open SpiUart.cpp. Find the method deselect() on line 63 and select()
on line 72. You need to comment the digitalWrite calls for SS and replace
with digitalWrite calls to pin 10. Just like the following:
void SpiUartDevice::deselect() {
/*
* Deselects the SPI device
*/
//digitalWrite(SS, HIGH);
digitalWrite(10, HIGH);
}

void SpiUartDevice::select() {
/*

* Selects the SPI device
*/
//digitalWrite(SS, LOW);
digitalWrite(10, LOW);
}

Now open up _Spi.cpp in your text editor and find the method begin() on
line 10. Comment out the function call with SS and add the function call with
digital 10.
void SpiDevice::begin() {
/*
Use the default chip select pin as specified by
the SS define in the header.
*/
//begin(SS);
begin(10);
}

Terminal Sketch Modification
The WiFly Library comes with the example sketch SpiUartTerminal. This
sketch allows us to communicate with the WiFly module using commands in
the Serial Monitor. The WiFly Shield Hookup Guide provides a step-by-step
guide to testing the connection between your Arduino (or Clyde) and your
WiFi network. We recommend that you follow that, but there is one
necessary addition to the sketch for Clyde. Remember that it is necessary to
make the following changes to any of the WiFly's library's examples in order
to have them run on Clyde.
Code Modification
To open the sketch, in Arduino IDE go to:
File > Examples > WiFlyShield > SpiUartTerminal
Library examples are read-only, so save yourself a copy:
File > Save As > SpiUartTerminalClyde
Add a wait for serial monitor to become available
In SpiUartTerminalClyde, you'll need to add a couple waits. First you'll wait
for serial port to open available after Serial is started. Then you'll need to
add a delay of 4 seconds to ensure that you do not miss the initial batch of
Serial output. It often happens faster than you'll be able to open the Serial
Monitor.
Here is what the start of the setup method should look:
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
// don't do anything until the serial monitor is opened
while (!Serial) {
; // wait for serial port to connect.
}
delay(4000);

Now you should be able to upload the sketch to Clyde and follow along with
the WiFly ShieldHookup Guide instructions to connect Clyde to your WiFi
network.

Links
Purchase: https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9954
WiFly Shield Hookup Guide: https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/wifly-shieldhookup-guide

WiFly Shield GitHub: https://github.com/sparkfun/WiFly-Shield
WiFly Shield GitHub Download: https://github.com/sparkfun/WiFlyShield/archive/master.zip
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